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O verutilization and low-value care are important 
clinical and policy problems. Their measurement 
is challenging because it requires detailed clini-
cal information. Additionally, there are inherent 

difficulties in identifying discretionary services likely to be 
inappropriate or low-value and demonstrating that certain 
services produce little/no health benefit. Quantifying “ideal” 
expected testing rates—ones that would reflect minimization 
of inappropriate/low-value care without excluding essential, 
high-yield diagnostic services—presents additional challeng-
es. Consequently, of 521 unique measures specified by nation-
al measurement programs and professional guidelines, 91.6% 
targeted underuse, while only 6.5% targeted overuse.1

The potential for unintended consequences of implementing 
measures to eliminate overuse are a barrier to incorporating 
such measures into practice.2 For example, measuring, report-
ing, and penalizing overuse of inappropriate bone scanning 
may lead to underuse in patients for whom scanning is crucial.2 
Most overuse measures based on inappropriate or low-value in-
dications relate to imaging and medications.1 However, there is 
increasing interest in overutilization measures based on a broad 
set of health services. Identifying low-value testing or treatments 
often requires a substantial degree of clinical detail to avoid the 
damaging inclusion of beneficial services, which may lead to un-
intended negative outcomes, creating skepticism among clini-
cians. Ultimately, getting measurement of low-value care wrong 
would undermine adoption of interventions to reduce overuse.

To reduce low-value care through expansive measures of pro-
vider ordering behavior,3 Ellenbogen et al4 derived a novel index 
to identify hospitals with high rates of low-yield diagnostic testing. 
This index is based on the concept that, in the presence of non-
specific, symptom-based principal diagnoses, a substantial pro-
portion of (apparently) non-diagnostic related studies were prob-
ably ordered despite a low pretest probability of serious disease. 
Since such symptom-based diagnoses reflect the absence of a 
more specific diagnosis, the examinations observed are markers 
of physician-driven decisions leading to discretionary utilization 
likely to be of low-value to patients. This study fills a critical gap 
in dual measures of appropriateness and yield, rather than simply 
utilization, to advance the Choosing Wisely campaign.3 

Advantages of this overuse index include its derivation from 
administrative data, obviating the need for electronic health re-
cords, and incorporation of diagnostic yield at the inpatient-en-
counter level. One study selected procedures identifiable sole-
ly with claims from a set deemed overused by professional/
consumer groups.5 However, the yield of physician decisions in 
specific cases was not measured. In contrast, this novel index is 
derived from an assessment of diagnostic yield.4 Although test 
results are not known with certainty, the absence of a specific dis-
charge diagnosis serves as a test result proxy. Measurement of 
diagnostic examination yield at the patient-level (aggregated to 
the hospital-level) may be applicable across hospitals with varied 
patient populations, which include large differences in patient 
and/or family preferences to seek medical attention and engage 
in shared decision-making. The role that patient preferences play 
in decisions creates a limitation in this index—while decisions for 
the candidate diagnostic tests are physician driven, patient de-
mand may be a confounding factor. This index cannot therefore 
be considered purely a measure of physician-induced intensity of 
diagnostic services. Patient-reported data would enhance future 
analyses by more fully capturing all dimensions of care necessary 
to identify low-value services. Subjective outcomes are critical in 
completely measuring the aggregate benefits of tests and inter-
ventions judged low-value based on objective metrics. Such data 
would also aid in quantifying the relative contributions of patient 
and physician preferences in driving discretionary utilization.

Finally, the derived index is restricted to diagnostic deci-
sion-making and may not be applicable to treatment-related 
practice patterns. However, the literature suggests strong cor-
relations between diagnostic and therapeutic intensity. Appli-
cation of this novel index will play an important role in reducing 
low-value discretionary utilization.
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